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Abstract 

There are many ways to integrate a Linux environment into a Windows 
environment, and the method chosen is dependent on the current network as well 
as the processes that are being integrated. Five implementations of different ways to 
integrate Linux into Windows are built using virtual machines using many of the 
diverse technologies Linux and Windows systems provide in such a situation. Using 
these different processes of integration, each integrated virtual network deploys 
different ways of authentication as well as separate ways of looking up information 
such as printers and the list of users from the Linux machines. Each integration as 
well as the separate Windows and Linux networks pre-integration are documented 
on a website built in HTML/CSS giving a step-by-step guide on how to implement 
the integration. Overall, the website will provide information to any persons 
wanting to integrate a Linux network into a Windows network and allow them to 
easily accomplish any task listed by going through the step-by-step guide with 
screenshots.  
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1. Problem Statement 

 The information technology field is very diverse, where many solutions are 

needed daily to unique and dynamic problems. Since the field is so diverse, there are 

always systems, networks and programs that are different from each other, but are 

required to run together to accomplish a service or task. This is especially true in 

computer networking, where multiple systems are usually mashed together when multiple 

networks or machines need to all comply with every application, service and the 

thousands upon thousands of permissions from things like folders, groups, and printers. 

 A network with all Windows operating system based machines is the most 

common type of network and according to Gregg Keizer from computerworld.com, 

89.6% of users who connected to the Web sites that Net Applications Inc. monitors did so 

from systems powered by Windows (10). Each of these machines are built to comply 

with machines of the same type, as well as having servers which help tie everything 

together in the network. Yet, there is no easy way to implement the different types of 

operating systems into a network not designed for that type of system. This problem is 

increasingly common. Many situations dictate a need to combine machines, all of which 

would be rare if everyone was using the same type of operating system. These situations 

include companies merging with other companies, networks merging with other 

networks, remote users added on existing networks as well as many others. On-top of 

having new types of operating systems added to an already defined type of network with 

specific types of operating systems, there is also the issue of dealing with unorganized 

data, like thousands upon thousands of permissions, and not only having those integrated 
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with the permissions of an existing network, but of a network using different types of 

operating systems, and different services to conduct the permission setting.  

2. Description of Solution 

Since the problem is so dynamic, there are literally hundreds of possible solutions 

to solve each specific problem. This author focused on the main areas, which are merging 

common services like E-mail, user management, folder sharing and permissions, printer 

sharing and permissions, authentication and authorization. These are the most common 

hurdles that companies go through in trying to successfully merge multiple networks 

together since these parts are the core parts and services that allow users to use core 

services like authentication, authorization, folder sharing, printer sharing and E-mail. 

The product is five integrated virtual networks, including before and after the 

integration, network diagrams, detailed step-by-step solution manuals, and common 

practices for accomplishing the tasks mentioned previously, including information about 

E-mail, user management, folder sharing and permissions, printer sharing and 

permissions, authentication, and authorization. All of this information is displayed on a 

currently published website where information is easily accessed, searched through, and 

displayed in a way to make navigation and comprehension of the networks easy for the 

user. The information of these integration solutions is used for the intended target group 

of companies or organizations, whether it be a small office or even a home office, who 

have the need to integrate Linux networks, client machines or servers into a Windows 

network.  
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2.1 User Profile 

 This solution is geared towards Windows network administrators who are 

responsible for the integration as well as the continued upkeep of the new integrated 

network. The author will not be assuming the administrators have knowledge of Linux 

operating systems. Therefore, the author will be very explanatory in his descriptions of 

navigating the Linux client and server machines and how to go about integrating them 

into the Windows network with detailed step-by-step guides. Even if the user doesn’t 

have optimal experience in Windows, there are step-by-step guides for the Window’s 

servers and clients, increasing the user profile to almost anyone who has moderate skills 

with using any type of computer.  

2.2 Design Protocols 

There are a total of five different virtual networks that incorporate a different 

combination of authorization and authentication. The order of listing is based on 

effectiveness of authorization & authentication protocols and Windows networks 

operating systems. For example, initial networks will be using protocols that aren’t as 

secure and lacking performance in large networks in a Windows Server 2003 & Windows 

XP environment to using the most secure and highest performance authentication and 

authorization protocols on a Windows Server 2008 & Windows 7 environment. 

2.2.1 Network 1: Winbind Authorization & Authentication 

 This virtual network incorporates two XP client machines, two CentOS 5.5 client 

machines, one shared printer, and a Windows Server 2003 with no additional packages 

that extend the schema.  The network uses Winbind to authenticate and authorize user 

accounts to the win2k active directory with the schema not expanded. 
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Figure 1: Winbind Network 

 This solution is intended for organizations that do not or cannot expand their 

win2k server’s schema but must authenticate and authorize from a Linux machine. This 

solution uses unsecure protocols and is only recommended to implement this if the 

organization or company is using a Windows Server 2003 (pre-R2) where they cannot 

upgrade the schema. 

2.2.2 Network 2: Winbind & Kerberos 

 This virtual network incorporates one XP client machine, one CentOS 5.5 client 

machine, one shared printer, and a Windows Server 2003 with Unix Services for 

Windows 3.5 schema added.  It uses Winbind to authorize and Kerberos to authenticate 

user accounts to the win2k active directory. 
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Figure 2: Winbind & Kerberos network 

 This solution uses Active Directory with Services for Unix 3.5 addition that 

uses Winbind to receive user information and Kerberos to authenticate. LDAP stores 

user accounts centrally in active directory.  This solution eliminates the need for 

separate administration of authentication and authorization and uses native Linux 

OS components.  

 This solution is made for organizations or companies that want a more 

simplified log-in method with the least amount of administration and allow 

authentication and authorization Linux servers to be retired or used for other 

purposes. 
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2.2.3 Network 3: LDAP & Kerberos 

 This virtual network incorporates one XP client machine, one CentOS 5.5 client 

machine, one shared printer, and a Windows Server 2003 with Unix Services for 

Windows 3.5 schema added.  This solution uses LDAP to authorize and Kerberos to 

authenticate user accounts to the win2k active directory. 

 

Figure 3: LDAP & Kerberos network 

 This solution is made for organizations or companies that want a more 

simplified log-in method with the least amount of administration and allow 
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authentication and authorization Linux servers to be retired or used for other 

purposes. 

2.2.4 Network 4: NIS & Kerberos 

 This virtual network incorporates one XP client machine, one CentOS 5.5 client 

machine, one shared printer, a CentOS server and a Windows Server 2003 with Unix 

Services for Windows 3.5 schema added.  The network uses NIS to authorize and 

Kerberos to authenticate user accounts to the win2k active directory. 

 

Figure 4: NIS & Kerberos network 

 This solution eliminates the need for administration of authentication data 

from the Linux side, but still have to maintain two separate authorization data 
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stores. This network is for organizations or companies that need to minimize risk by 

first integrating authentication methods, and then maybe later changing other 

elements. It can also be for organizations or companies with an already pre-existing 

infrastructure that manages authorization on Linux machines, or that has a network 

with applications that need to use Linux-based authorization. 

2.2.5 Network 5: Windows 08 Kerberos & LDAP 

 This virtual network incorporates one Windows 7 client machine, one CentOS 5.5 

client machine, two shared printers, a CentOS server and a Windows Server 2008 with 

the necessary protocols installed to allow Unix communication. It uses LDAP to 

authorize and Kerberos to authenticate user accounts to the Windows Server 2008 active 

directory. 

 

Figure 5: Windows 08 Kerberos & LDAP network 
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 This solution eliminates the need for administration of authentication data from 

the Linux side, but the administrator would still need to maintain two separate 

authorization data stores. This solution is built for organizations or companies that want a 

more simplified log-in method with the least amount of administration and allow 

authentication and authorization Linux servers to be retired or used for other purposes. 

3. Deliverables 

 During the design phase of this project, the following deliverables were defined. 
Since then, an extra network as been added, bringing the count up from four to five.   

1. The creation of a complete and separate Windows and Linux network with the 
following implementations: 

• Data backup 
• Single sign-on authentication 
• Network file shares 
• DNS 
• DHCP 
• Print Services 
• E-mail 

2. Five different merged Linux to Windows networks each using a different type of 
authentication & authorization combination with the following features combined: 

• Active Directory 
• Samba 
• Winbind 
• Kerberos 
• LDAP 
• NIS 
• NTP 
• Network file shares 
• DNS 
• DHCP 
• Print Services 
• E-mail 

3. HTML & CSS Website 

4. Documentation of each integrated network complete and listed on the website 
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4. Project Planning 

 The following sections describe the timeline of the project, cost of software and 

requirements for using the chosen operating systems. 

4.1 Project Schedule 

Figure 6 shows the timeline of this project from the early planning stages until the 
final product is completed 

 
Figure 6: Project Timeline 

  
 This project is mainly split into six main tasks that consist of many things. 

Creating five different integrated networks with a different combination of authorization 

and authentication and documenting the process on a website. 
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4.2 Budgeting 

 The list of individual software prices is included in the figure below. Note that for 

the purpose of this project, all software was procured for free from using academic 

licenses. 

Item Cost 

Windows 7 Professional $199.99 

Windows Server 2008 Standard $1,029 

Windows Server 2003 $557 

Windows XP Professional $250 

Office Professional 2010 $499.99 

Exchange Server 2010 $439 

VMware Workstation 7.1 $189 

Visio 2010 Standard $249.99 

Dreamweaver CS5 $1,799 

Total $5,212.97 
                   Figure 7: Budget 

 
4.3 Software & Hardware Requirements 

  For Windows Server 2008 environments, the bare minimum requirements is a 

CentOS 5.5 client or similar Linux based client, Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 

7 Professional. The minimum hardware requirements for Windows machines according 

to Microsoft are 1.4 Ghz single core or 1.3 dual core processor, 1 GB RAM, 16 GB hard 

disk space & DirectX 9 graphics device.  

 For Windows Server 2003 environments, the bare minimum requirements are a 

CentOS 5.5 client or similar Linux based client, Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP 

Professional. The minimum hardware requirements for Windows machines according to 

Microsoft are 300 MHz single core, 64 MB RAM, and 1.5 GB hard disk space. 
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 The minimum hardware requirements for CentOS 5.X machines are 512 MB 

RAM, 1 Ghz single core processor.  

5. Proof of Design 

 This section shows a detailed overview of the integrated networks through 

screenshots of the network running and also screenshots of the published website. 

5.1 Website 

 The URL, www.linuxtowindowsintegrations.com contains all the information 

related to this project documented through HTML and CSS. Documenting all of the 

author’s solutions, descriptions, and how-to’s in this way, it makes for a more enjoyable 

experience for the user to browse for what they need. Not only that, but all the 

information is on the Internet and is easily searchable, making it even more accessible for 

anyone who is interested in the subject to find. Users can easily search and navigate 

through this site to find the kind of implementations they would like to use.  

 

Figure 8: Website Screenshot 

http://www.linuxtowindowsintegrations.com/
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5.2 NIS & Kerberos 

 The NIS & Keberos integrated network was not stated in the original deliverables 

and is an extra integrated network added on top of the previously planned four networks. 

It implements Active Directory, PAM, NIS, network file shares, NTP, DNS, DHCP, print 

services and data backup.  

 The purpose of this network was to demonstrate a network that is restricted in 

moving the authorization process from a Linux based server to a Windows based server. 

Linux clients will authorize through the Linux server, while authenticating to the 

Windows server. Figure 9 below shows the part of PAM being configured that deals with 

the creation of home directories through the GUI. This allows home directories to be 

created for new users with valid credentials that reside on the server. 

 

Figure 9: PAM directory 
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 Figure 10 below shows a printer on a Windows server being accessed from a 

Linux client. By configuring Samba on the Linux client and joining the client to the 

domain as well as having necessary permissions, the client can search for the printer that 

resides on the Windows server and add it. 

 

Figure 10: Printer add via Samba 
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Figure 11 below shows the permissions are valid, and that the user on the Linux 

client has enough permission to access the share. 

 

Figure 11: Printer add success 

5.3 Winbind Network 

 The Winbind integrated network fulfills the first of the networks stated in the 

deliverables, and implements Active Directory, Winbind, Network file shares, DNS, 

DHCP, and print services as well as having data backups, which is apart of the 

deliverables listed for merged network processes.  
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Figure 12 below shows Winbind authorization by displaying the full list of users 

on the Windows server through the Linux client.  

 

Figure 12: Winbind authorization test 

 
 Figure 13 on the next page shows an active Samba and Winbind service, as well 

as the Linux client able to join the Windows domain. Figure 14 shows the user “Kelly” 

accessing a list of folders on the windows server. 
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Figure 13: Adding the Linux client to the Windows domain 

 

  

 

Figure 14: Viewing network folder shares 
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The above screenshot shows the user “Kelly” on the Linux client can access files 

as well as read and write to them. 

 

Figure 15: Accessing network file shares 

5.4 Winbind & Kerberos 

 The Winbind & Kerberos integrated network fulfills the second network stated in 

the deliverables, and implements Active Directory, Winbind, Kerberos, network file 

shares, DNS, DHCP, NTP, print services and data backups. Figure 16 on the next page 

shows the Winbind authorization being configured through the GUI. 
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Figure 16: Configuring Winbind 

Figure 17 shows the kerberos authorization being configured through the GUI. 

 

Figure 17: Configuring Kerberos 
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5.5 LDAP & Kerberos 

 The LDAP & Kerberos integrated network fulfills one of the networks stated in 

the deliverables, and implements Active Directory, LDAP, Kerberos,  network file 

shares, DNS, DHCP, and print services as well as having data backups, which is apart of 

the deliverables listed for merged network processes. Figure 18 shows the LDAP 

authorization being configured through the GUI. 

 

Figure 18: Configuring LDAP 
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Figure 19 shows the LDAP configuration file that is built for use with Unix for 
Windows Services 3.5. 

 

Figure 19: Configuring the LDAP File 

  

5.6 Windows 08 Kerberos & LDAP 

 The Windows 08 Kerberos & LDAP integrated network fulfills the last of the 

networks stated in the deliverables, and implements Active Directory, LDAP, Kerberos, 

network file shares, DNS, DHCP, PAM, E-mail and print services as well as having data 

backups, which is apart of the deliverables listed for merged network processes.  
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Figure 20 shows PAM being configured to create a directory for a new user in a 

pre-specified location. 

 

Figure 20: Configuring PAM 

6. Testing Procedures 

To test authentication, the author would log into active directory using multiple 

users accessed from both a Linux client and a Windows client. The author would then 

make sure each user could access their home directories, access file shares, read files, 

write to files, as well as be restricted to some files. Figure 21 on the next page shows an 

example of testing a user logged into a Linux client and being able to access and modify 

files on a Windows server.  
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Figure 21: Accessing and modifying files test 

 To test printer sharing, the author would access printers on both Linux and 

Windows clients from the Windows server, as well as access printers on Linux and 

Windows servers from Windows and Linux clients on the Win08 network. The author 

would test to see if it properly displays through the network and is searchable by all the 

clients. Not only that, but also add the printer as a shortcut to each user and restart to 

make sure the permissions and functionality are consistent.  
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Initial client access testing was done through the Linux client GUI that tests 

printer permissions for a specific user’s credentials shown in figure 22 below. 

 

Figure 22: Testing printer accessibility 
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On the Windows 2008 network, the author accessed the Exchange Server ‘10 

through clients using single sign-on authentication via Kerberos by configuring user 

accounts on the server, and then logging onto them through the client shown in Figure 23 

below. 

 

Figure 23: Testing client E-mail authentication 

 To test authorization, the author made sure all the configuration files were 

configured correctly on each network, since each network needed adjustments to certain 

things like NIS, LDAP, Winbind, Kerberos, and nsswitch.conf files. The author would 

type commands through the Linux shell to see if the administrator account could display 

a list of all the users residing on the authorization data store. Figure 24 on the next page 

shows a root user on the Linux client testing the Winbind authorization through the shell 

to pull up a list of all the users on the Active Directory. 
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Figure 24: Authorization testing 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 This project clarifies that there are many different ways to integrate Linux into a 

Windows based network using different types of authorization and authentication. Each 

solution has their own strengths and weaknesses, so ultimately the method used is 

decided based on the organization or companies’ needs. The project also proves that it is 

entirely possible to integrate Linux machines into an existed Windows network without 

losing core functionality or security or even an entire Linux network with the aid of 

Linux services such as Samba, Kerberos, LDAP, NTP, PAM and Winbind. In addition,  

for companies that are limited to certain functionalities, previously demonstrated 

networks “Winbind” and “NIS & Kerberos” prove that a Windows Server 03 schema 

does not have to be expanded to incorporate Linux clients into a network. Also, the Linux 

authorization does not have to be moved over to the Windows server straight away, 
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reducing the chances of errors in the migration by only shifting authorization over. 

Overall, Linux integration into a Windows network does not have to be all at once, 

making the situation of having to integrate Linux clients seem more practical, with less 

chance of error.  

 The difficulties in this project mainly include unfamiliarity with Linux based 

systems and how to troubleshoot problems through the shell. Also, editing multiple 

configuration files without error and having them all sync with Windows flawlessly was 

very challenging. 
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Appendix A 

Configuration Files 

A 1. Samba Configuration File 

 This configuration file is used to help the Linux client machine access files 

and printers on the windows server. 

[global] 
workgroup = WINDOWS 
realm = WINDOWS.NET 
server string = Samba Server Version %v 
preferred master = no 
 
password server = 03WinServer1.windows.net 
security = ads 
 
log level = 3 
log file = /var/log/samba/%m 
max log size = 50 
 
idmap uid = 16777216-33554431 
idmap gid = 16777216-33554431 
 
template shell = /bin/bash 
winbind use default domain = yes 
winbind offline logon = true 
#  winbind separator = +# 
winbind enum users = Yes 
winbind enum groups = Yes 
winbind nested groups = Yes 
passdb backend = tdbsam 
 
load printers = yes 
printing = cups 
 
A 2. Kerberos Configuration File 

 This configuration file is used to authenticate Linux client machines to a 

Window 2003 Server Active Directory. 

[libdefaults] 
default_realm = WINDOWS.NET 
dns_lookup_realm = true 
dns_lookup_kdc = true 
ticket_lifetime = 24h 
forwardable = yes 
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[realms] 
WINDOWS.NET = { 
kdc = 03WinServer1.windows.net 
admin_server = 03WinServer1.windows.net 
default_domain = windows.net 
} 
 
[domain_realm] 
.windows.net = WINDOWS.NET 
windows.net = WINDOWS.NET 
 
[appdefaults] 
pam = { 
debug = false 
 
ticket_lifetime = 360000 
renew_lifetime = 360000 
forwardable = true 
krb4_convert = false 
} 

 
A 3. Kerberos Configuration File 2 

 This configuration file is used to authenticate Linux client machines to a 

Window 2008 Server Active Directory. 

[logging] 
default = FILE:/var/log/krb5libs.log 
kdc = FILE:/var/log/krb5kdc.log 
admin_server = FILE:/var/log/kadmind.log 
  
[libdefaults] 
default_realm = WINDOWS.NET 
dns_lookup_realm = true 
dns_lookup_kdc = true 
  
[realms] 
WINDOWS.NET = { 
kdc = W08server.windows.net:88 
admin_server = W08server.windows.net:749 
default_domain = windows.net 
} 
  
[domain_realm] 
.windows.net = WINDOWS.NET 
windows.net = WINDOWS.NET 
  
[kdc] 
profile = /var/kerberos/krb5kdc/kdc.conf 
  
[appdefaults] 
pam = { 
debug = false 
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ticket_lifetime = 36000 
renew_lifetime = 36000 
forwardable = true 
krb4_convert = false 
} 

 
A 4. LDAP Configuration File 

 This configuration file is used to authorize Linux client machines to a 

Window 2003 Server Active Directory. 

host 192.168.0.1 
base dc=windows,dc=net 
binddn cn=dirsearch,cn=Users,dc=windows,dc=net 
bindpw p@ssw0rd 
scope sub 
ssl no 
nss_base_passwd dc=windows,dc=net 
nss_base_shadow dc=windows,dc=net 
nss_base_group dc=windows,dc=net 
nss_map_objectclass posixAccount user 
nss_map_objectclass shadowAccount user 
nss_map_objectclass posixGroup group 
nss_map_attribute uid sAMAccountName 
nss_map_attribute uidNumber msSFU30UidNumber 
nss_map_attribute gidNumber msSFU30GidNumber 
nss_map_attribute loginShell msSFU30LoginShell 
nss_map_attribute gecos name 
nss_map_attribute userPassword msSFU30Password 
nss_map_attribute homeDirectory msSFU30HomeDirectory 
nss_map_attribute uniqueMember msSFU30PosixMember 
nss_map_attribute cn cn 
 
A 5. LDAP Configuration File 2 

 This configuration file is used to authorize Linux client machines to a 

Window 2008 Server Active Directory. 

host 192.168.0.5 
base dc=windows,dc=net 
uri ldap://W08server.windows.net/ 
binddn dirsearch@example.com 
bindpw p@ssw0rd 
scope sub 
ssl no 
nss_base_passwd dc=windows,dc=net?sub 
nss_base_shadow dc=windows,dc=net?sub 
nss_base_group dc=windows,dc=net?sub? &(objectCategory=group)(gidnumber=*) 
nss_map_objectclass posixAccount user 
nss_map_objectclass shadowAccount user 
nss_map_objectclass posixGroup group 
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nss_map_attribute gecos cn 
nss_map_attribute homeDirectory unixHomeDirectory 
nss_map_attribute uniqueMember member 
 
 
 
A 6. PAM Configuration File 

 This configuration file is used to specify to the Linux client to use Kerberos as 

the primary authentication. 

auth required /lib/security/pam_env.so 
auth sufficient /lib/security/pam_unix.so likeauth nullok 
auth sufficient /lib/security/pam_krb5.so 
auth required /lib/security/pam_deny.so 
 
account sufficient /lib/security/pam_unix.so 
account sufficient /lib/security/pam_krb5.so 
account sufficient /lib/security/pam_succeed_if.so uid < 100 quiet 
account required /lib/security/pam_deny.so 
 
password requisite /lib/security/pam_cracklib.so retry=3 
password sufficient /lib/security/pam_unix.so 
nullok use_authtok md5 shadow password required /lib/security/pam_deny.so 
 
session required /lib/security/pam_limits.so 
session required /lib/security/pam_unix.so 
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